
Competitive 
Benchmarks
Analysis of ease of use and pain points 
of airline websites



Outline
In this exercise we will be looking at 
different aspects for each website while 
testing out everyday scenarios that unfold 
on the website.

Analysis of ease of use and pain points 
of airline websites

Scenarios
1. Booking one return flight from any destination. 

2. Booking a return flight with a hotel or a rental car.

Criteria to Consider 
1. Aesthetics

2. Ease of Navigation
3.   Effective use/overuse of features

4. Effective use of space or page clutter
5. User friendliness

Colour Code

Good Needs Improvement Bad





Notes: Having a look at Emirates homepage we notice a nice calming sunset image with “Dubai Is Open” with no images of planes the airport or so 
on.

Home Page
The top COVID information bar looks to like a 
notification to accept cookies. It actually was 
a drop box with all the new rules travelers will 
need to know before traveling to Dubai.

This could be very much overlooked by many 
users and might be better placed as part of 
the blue COVID-19 Hub.

The second COVID information bar is placed 
in a much better area.



Notes: They may have included students discounts on the homepage as a way to market to cus that attract and retain customers from that 
demographic

Home Page Continued
Another COVID-19 travel hub 

Understandably they are doing this because 
they want people to feel safe flying with them 
but having all this on the homepage can 
potentially have the opposite effect on people 
although it has made good use of layout and 
images.

A good use of eye catching imagery and 
layout. Including discounts targeted to 
students. Included pictures of destinations 
with the lowest price below. 



Navigation
A good layout with many different tabs or 
options to choose of and is easy to make 
sense of. Although it may not be necessary to 
have this many, it doesn't look cluttered.

Although the bottom tabs are a nice addition, 
the link for booking lounges in the airport 
(labeled as “meet and greet”) is not entirely 
clear as to what that is. 

Advanced search could be placed better or 
included next to the flight + hotel tab.



Notes: A better solution would be to add hotels in with the navigation or have the page extended below to include all the content .

Navigation Continued
To select to include to a hotel booking with 
the flight. I had to go through a different 
website where the only real option was to 
book as a holiday package, limiting flight 
options.



It also took two attempts to get to the 
website (Frozen Page).



Hotel + Flight
 
Having to go to a seperate website could potentially 
drive traffic away to look on other hotel websites as 
this can give users negative emotions and 
confusion. 

“Should I only be using emirates holiday to 
book everything?”

“Do I have to make two separate 
bookings?”

“Should I book the hotel separately with someone else?”



Notes: Possibly from Emirates's own research, they may have concluded that if the user is on this website they are more interested in the 
hotel than the flight

Hotel + Flight 2
Compared to the Emirates website, they have used 
a completely different layout but one that felt limited 
to what I can select or to look at more options.

Also including a rental car isn't a option and would 
require a entirely different booking.

Most of the information focuses on the 
actual hotel and very little on the flights

Having a catalog of pictures for the hotel 
and map are good features



Hotel + Flight 3
Choosing a room is relatively simple along 
with giving me additional options to choose 
from and Includes more information on the 
room itself. 



Hotel + Flight 4
The final options before the booking page 
give more additional flight options and 
chauffeur options.

Information is laid out well and makes it easy 
to compare one package to another.

A change flight option is available which can 
help users avoid backspace and potentially 
ruining their booking. 



Hotel + Flight 5
Now at the final stage of the booking is the 
payment page where you can see it's very 
basic with no distractions, all that is needed 
is the card and customer details.



Return Flight
Simple navigation showing that there is only 
five steps to be made

A currency converter is included which is a 
great feature to help plan

A simple layout to keep information 
separate makes it easy for the user to 
distinguish what information they are 
looking at and on first glance only key 
information is shown
 



Return Flight 2
Great use of a drop down menu to show all 
the options for that specific flight.

A good solution to keep clutter of the page 
and only showing the information the user 
wants to see



Return Flight 3 - 
Passengers
Very simple and basic with no distractions. 
Much like the previous payment page but the 
way the information is presented could be 
improved.



Notes: Having a page dedicated to not only showing the benifits of flying with them but also potentially upselling the customer is a good 
use of marketing.

Return Flight 4
Great use of basic symbols, making it easy for 
the user to immediately know what they are 
looking at 

Good use of relevant pictures 



Notes: A better option would to have all the information included further down the page instead of a pop up window with all the content crammed in.

Return Flight 5
On the same page the flight selection was 
not easy to navigate and unless the user 
know how to use a zoom function, they won't 
be able to read it.

The airplane graphic should be vertical and 
be a full image instead of using the scroll 
option to only see a section.   



Return Flight 6 - Payment
A better layout than the Emirates Holidays 
website. Information is clearer and spaced 
out better. 





Notes: Having a look at Emirates's homepage we notice a nice calming sunset image with “Dubai Is Open” with no images of planes, the airport or 
so on.

Home Page
This is a very clean and tidy page with good 
use of space. Easy to distinguish all the 
options

No mention of Covid 19

No advanced search, with only a few of the 
most used features. 

A small link for to enable Cars and hotel 
options

A option for multi-city bookings is included.



Notes: For Emirates and Qatar Airways to both have holiday advertisements below the navigation must mean that it is a good placement for 
advertising and thus increasing sales 

Home Page 2

Scrolling down the home page you see offers 
on destinations with another example of good 
use of images, much like emirates 



Home Page 3

Further down the page, we come to the 
benefits of flying with Qatar Airways and their 
privilege club.

This is a good way to increase repeat 
customers and ultimately the aim is to 
achieve customers for life.

They also have shown with the current 
circumstances, they are going to be flexible 
and offer a guarantee to their customers. A 
good way to give customers reassurance.



Notes: For Emirates and Qatar Airways to both have holiday advertisements below the navigation must mean that it is a good placement for 
advertising and thus increasing sales 

Home Page 4
They have a interesting section further down, 
this could be for users who haven't found 
what they are looking for, it also opens up a 
opportunity to upsell the customer. 

I'm a bit skeptical to why they choose to 
include a section about the benefits to online 
booking for a user that is on their website.
 



Home Page 5
The final part of the website highlights that 
they have a app which would be of great use 
to anyone on the move. 



Navigation - Flight & Hotel
With the option for hotels and flights included 
it expands the navigation to include more 
options in the tab including rental cars and 
insurance that emirates didn't include. 

As you can see it's also very minimalistic with 
a little bit of shading to distinguish between 
the tabs. 



Navigation - Flight & Hotel
On the hotel tab it highlights three 
suggestions instead of many and no map like 
Emirates.

Even though I inputted that my destination 
was Qatar on the previous tab, it showed 
only hotels in London.



Notes: Enabiling those options would save the user much more time with the booking process than having to manuely input that data.

Navigation - Rental Car
On the car tab you can see they have stuck 
with simplicity.

They included a tick box to return the car to 
the same destination and one for drivers over 
the age of 29 and below 65.

Great addition, as that age group would have 
many more options than someone much 
younger 



Notes: Corporate partnerships like this, have most likely stuck a deal that benifits them both, could be more profit for a exclusive offering

Navigation - Insurance
For the insurance tab they have one option, 
obviously a partner of Qatar Airways.

Although the options are limited for the user, 
they will most likely look to see more 
information about the offering if they are 
seeking insurance.

Could be labelled better, as some users may 
expect it to be car insurance as it's placed 
right next to the car tab.



Rental Car - Looking at 
options
The car rental option had many things going 
on and is no longer as simple as earlier. 
highlighting ratings and reasurances all over 
like free cancelation and even reviews

A countdown timer to secure the price and to 
remind the customer how soon the flight is, 
most likely used to add a sense of urgency to 
the customer to increase sales.

Although this does grab the users attention 
it's hard to say this is successful in customer 
acquisition or is pushy to some. 



Notes: Some sections of the webpage are also using yellow. 

Flight + Hotel

No navigation bar to show how far along the 
user is in the booking process.

Unlike Emirates they have a filter option for 
the users. 

Using big text, spacing and segregating with 
squares makes easy to distinguish.

Although it's good to highlight that they have 
great hygiene standards and unlimited date 

changes, they don't need more than two 
sections as the footer that follows the users 

scrolling is enough.



Flight + Hotel 2 
When a flight is selected a drop down section 
opens with each class and each of the 
benefits shown. Making it easy for a 
customer to compare and choose.



Flight + Hotel 3 
Very basic passenger details page.

Now they have included a navigation header 
but only after the first few stages.



Flight + Hotel 4 
At the stage where I thought I would now 
review my trip, I'm instead brought to a 
entirely new tab for add ons for insurance 
and lounge services.

This should be added further down on one of 
the other pages instead of a random page 
the user doesn't expect.

Also at this stage I've now realised the 
booking will not include any options for the 
hotel and will have to be a completely 
separate booking.



Seat selection.
The seat selection is better than how 
Emirates laid it out and includes a image of 
the sections of the plane so the customer can 
see how full the other sections are.

Included a pram symbol to show which seats 
are designated for children.  



Booking Hotel.
After I finalised my booking I went back to the 
home page to view the hotels and was 
brought to this page. Booking.com

So it became obvious that there is no 
in-house service for hotels through Qatar 
Airways website.   



Booking Hotel.
Booking.com was extremely cluttered, I 
couldn't really make sense of everything 
going on and it felt a little bit intimidating.    





Home Page
Big Sunset image as a backdrop is visually 
appealing.

Very streamlined with only three key options.

Might be difficult for anyone looking to book a 
flight, car and hotel. 

Also includes multi city traveling option.

Add return flight is a big button instead of a 
multiple choice type of feature.

    



Home Page 2
Further down the page you can definitely see 
they utilise white space to make it easy to 
have everything stand out.

They are only have much less clutter 
compared to their competitors. By the look 
alone as a user, It looks easy and simple to 
navigate. 

    



Notes: For hotel's and desirable locations, its known and good practise to have good quality images to increase bookings 

Flight + Hotel
 

Great layout despite having a lot of 
information and everything is relatively easy 
to understand.

The system selected my flights on those 
dates automatically, although there is a 
button to change times below return flight.

Many filters to help find the right hotel, area 
and specification    

Also a manuel search bar for the location. 

A image gallery and a map is embedded with 
the hotel information

Included a price breakdown for transparency.



Flight + Hotel 2
On the extras page, the text makes it hard to 
read

Everything is crammed together and should 
be more spaced apart.

A pointless column that without could of 
made more room for everything on the page

    



Flight + Hotel 3
Gives the user one last chance to make any 
last minute changes. 

Still hard to read and make sense of. 
    



Flight + Hotel 4

Further down the page you can add options 
to include rental cars, transfers which is great 
for the user not having to make more booking 
following this. Although the visual aspect can 
be improved   



Flight + Hotel 5

 Just as the previous examples when It 
comes to the passenger details and payment 
there is no distraction just the sections to 
input the details along with the total.
    



Return Flight
Once I selected my dates and went to 
continue, I was told that I can't fly on that 
date.

It might be better to have those dates filled in 
before choosing instead of being a 
disappointed customer. 

Once you click on the flight it opens up with 
more information about the differences of 
each class.



Return Flight 2

 A final review page before the payment is 
generally good practise as one mistake with 
the booking after payment can enable a 
negative experience.
    



Return Flight 3

Below the review are some add ons for either 
a car or hotel which can be useful for any 
user who may change their mind or somehow 
forgot to add these into the booking
    



Return Flight 4

As expected a very blank page for the 
passenger details and key flight details.    



Return Flight 5
A more simple layout for the seat selection.

Highlighting the front seats as they maybe 
the most popular options. 



Return Flight 6

Just as the previous examples, when It 
comes to the passenger details and payment 
there is no distraction just the sections to 
input the details along with the total.
    





Home Page
Big blue and white theme with a picture of a 
happy family instead of a destination.

Using square images as headers to other 
webpage links.

Very small and simple navigation bar.

What could of been included in the navigation 
bar is instead put in the header.

    



Home Page 2
Professional Images of destinations with a 
price immediately shown, with a good colour 
combination using orange with blue.

Navigation bar follows scrolling and stays as 
a header.

A map to show ferry journeys and mini 
cruises, a good way for customers to 
visualise and see what routes are on offer 
before they have perhaps booked anything.     



Notes: Incentives and promotions is a great way to entice customers to book or sign up quicker and a good way to get new customers.

Hope Page 3
Pictures of happy couples on a ship (very 
relatable and helps potential customers 
visualise being there).    

A sign up letter on the front page is a good 
way to get more customer information from 
the website traffic.

Good content for any potential customer not 
completely sold on booking at that moment 
and may need reassurance.



Navigation
As with most navigation bars seen before. 
They use drop down selection but this time 
with simple images for vehicle selection that 
a user could easily understand.   



Return Ferry
A much more simple selection than the 
airlines with everything needed for the 
customer to consider in half a webpage and 
all information is easy to make sense of.    



Return Ferry 2
Much less extras are needed for ferries so as 
you can see there isn't much for the user to 
consider or to get confused over.   



Return Ferry 3
Upon clicking on continue, I have to make an 
account to finalise my booking, which none of 
the airlines did.

Although it may be a hindrance for the 
customer at the time this would be a good 
solution to know more about customers who 
otherwise book as guests and to create 
repeat customers as they can now also be 
marketed too.



Return Ferry 4

As expected another simple passenger detail 
page.



Return Ferry 5

Also same as for the payment page even 
though I would note it is yet slightly simpler 
than the airlines.



Key 
Takeaways

• Having a system for cars and hotel bookings can easily make the page cluttered and seems hard to get it right.

• Leaving not enough space between cost, timings and flight details can make it difficult for the user to spot what they are looking for.

• Avoid having to use multiple websites and forms for one booking.

• Stability is a major factor!

• It's good to use  relevant and relatable professional images.

• Leaving enough space is imperative to keeping it simple for the user.

• Try keep the booking process to 5 steps or less.

• Give users the option to go back and change booking details

• Try keep the text simple and minimal (no long paragraphs that isn't needed).


